PROFESSIONAL BRAKE PRODUCTS
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E-mark ECE R90 by VCA

MÜLLER has obtained E-Mark ECE R90
certification, which is required for all
brake products to be used throughout the
European Union and other countries that
have adopted to ECE regulations.

Müller Brakes™ is a world-class
manufacturer and supplier of professional
automotive brake pads, fluid and rotors
located in New York, USA. Müller is an
industry leader in friction products and
quality customer service. Müller Brakes™
is a trusted brand name, providing a
complete range of premium quality brake
products for all makes and models of
passenger cars available in global markets.

AMECA

MÜLLER has been granted the AMECA
certification, which is in compliance with
applicable United States standards.

AASA LEAFMARK

LeafMark is a trademark which is created
by AASA and sublicensed by NSF. MÜLLER
brake pads have been approved by an NSF
accredited laboratory and awarded the
LeafMark certification.
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Just for our consumers’ peace of mind, we offer one year or
12,000 miles/20,000 km (whichever comes first) replacement
warranty on all our products (except brake fluid).
MÜLLER Products lifespan varies from 40,000 km to 70,000 km in normal driving conditions.
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ANTI-RATTLE 3 LAYER OE
MATCHING SHIMS

We use the most advanced
Anti-Rattle Shims technology
to ensure a quiet breaking performance for drivers.
PREMIUM FRICTION
MATERIAL & OE SCORCHED

In order for a newly installed brake pad to
have superior braking performance and
comfort from the start, MÜLLER uses a
scorching process that delivers a shorter
bedding-in period and an efficient brake
operation, right from the first brake use.

OE STYLE
BACKING PLATE

Available in Wire-drawing and Hole Drilled types.

In addition to these features MÜLLER has added a scorching process to all of its brake
pads. This additional process forces any impurities out of the friction material and
pre-burnishes the pads to greatly accelerate the brake-in process. This OEM process
enhances key friction performance levels. Scorching raises initial cold effectiveness,
stabilizes friction levels right out of the box, provides consistent performance across
the entire operating range. During the scorching phase; each brake pad surface

is super‑heated to simulate the initial break-in process performed by installation
technicians. This additional step removes any uncured bonding agents eliminating the
need for initial break-in and reducing noise caused by pad glazing. Scorching thermally
conditions the pad material which yields a more consistent and higher friction level right
out of the box. Scorching benefits the vehicle owner by promoting a more complete
bed‑in of new pads, increasing the effective stopping power from the first stop.

Quiet Performance

Smooth Braking

Stopping Power

Dust Free

Lifespan

GOOD

EXCELLENT

EXCELLENT

GOOD

GOOD

SUPERB

SUPERB

SUPERB

EXCELLENT

EXCELLENT

SUPERB

SUPERB

SUPERB

SUPERB

SUPERB

Premium Metallic

Recommended for
Small Passenger Cars (Sedan)

Professional Carbon Metallic
Recommended for
All Passenger Cars & SUV(s)

Professional Carbon Ceramic
Recommended for All Passenger Cars
& SUV(s) including high-end

* Based on best of our knowledge and In comparison with each others.
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In today’s high horsepower vehicle, nothing is more important
than the brake system. If you have noticed strange noises or
squeaking when braking, unusual shaking when you apply the
brakes, or uneven pulling to one side, these might be indications
of worn brakes that need to be replaced. MÜLLER is a leader
in brake technology and has the experience to deliver premium
metallic brake pads that promotes better heat transfer, providing
quality braking every time.

EXCEPTIONAL BRAKING
TECHNOLOGY
MÜLLER Premium Metallic Brakes Pads are made from an organic
formula combined with small amounts of metal that help with
heat transfer to offer improved braking. They are designed to keep
wheels exceptionally clean, and deliver first-rate stopping power
in a shorter stopping range. Exceedingly rotor friendly, these
brake pads are ultra-quiet with no break-in required. Delivering
the ultimate performance and the safest braking experience, our
high performance metallic brake pads are 100% asbestos free and
made with first-rate brake friction material, providing optimal heat
resistance for all kinds of driving conditions and weather.
Recommended for Small Passenger Cars (Sedan)

PREMIUM METALLIC
BRAKE PADS FEATURES
40,000 to 50,000 km lifetime
100% asbestos free formula
Superior heat transfer and resistance in all driving conditions
Exceptionally long brake pad and rotor life

Outstanding braking performance for heavy load vehicles
Economical and reliable
No break-in needed
Substantial reduction in dust
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PROFESSIONAL OE STYLE
CARBON METALLIC
BRAKE PADS FEATURES
40,000 to 50,000 km lifetime
Exclusive anti-squeal lubricant
Smooth pedal feel
Superior and reliable braking performance
Exceptionally long lasting pad life
100% asbestos-free formula
Maximum noise reduction
Heavy-duty and reduced disc wear
Optimum control and shorter stopping distances
Outstanding fade resistance

For the ultimate braking experience, MÜLLER Carbon Metallic
Brake Pads have what it takes to deliver top-of-the-line stopping
power for whatever you drive. Designed for the serious driver, our
unsurpassed brake pads are the perfect choice to keep your braking system running in peak performance, in every kind of driving
condition.

EXCEPTIONAL BRAKING
TECHNOLOGY
MÜLLER is proud to introduce our select
line of Carbon Metallic Brake Pads.
Using the latest in innovative technology
and material, these superior brake pads
deliver optimal stopping power, ultraquiet braking, outstanding heat transfer,
exceptional corrosion protection, and
extremely long lasting pad life. Flawlessly
engineered and rigorously tested, our
brake pads are designed to meet original
equipment (OE) quality, durability, and
reliability. When it comes to the highest
quality brake pads, nobody delivers like
MÜLLER.
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Recommended for All Passenger Cars & SUV(s)

+

Whether you are crawling through traffic or cruising along the
highway, you can count on MÜLLER Carbon Ceramic Brake Pads
to deliver superior stopping performance and exceptional braking
power over a wide range of driving conditions. With our exceptional brake pads, you don’t have to compromise on quality, safety,
reliability, or OE performance.

EXCEPTIONAL BRAKING
TECHNOLOGY
Designed to meet Original Equipment
(OE) high standards and requirements for
quality, fit, and performance, MÜLLER
Premium Ceramic Brake Pads provide
superior breaking for all makes and models
of vehicles. Our long lasting ceramic brake
pads are durable, delivering improved
stopping power, reduced rotor wear, and
low dust, making them the perfect choice
for upgrading from conventional pads.
Engineered to reduce brake noise, our
brake pads effectively eliminate noise,
vibration, and harshness (NVH). MÜLLER
Carbon Ceramic Brake Pads’ innovative
ceramic braking technology delivers
ultra-quiet, smooth braking performance
in a wide variety of driving situations and
weather.

Recommended for All Passenger Cars & SUV(s) including high-end

+

PROFESSIONAL OE STYLE
CARBON CERAMIC
BRAKE PADS FEATURES
Optimal breaking performance
Enhanced durability
Increased breaking power in crucial braking
situations
Extended brake life and distance performance
Outstanding anti-dust capability for cleaner
wheels and tires
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High resistance to fade with quick recovery
Reduced wear on pads and rotors
Smooth braking engagement
Decreased brake NVH (Noise, Vibration and
Harshness)
100% non-asbestos formulas
Exceptional friction level at all temperatures
Greater consistent pedal feel

MÜLLER Commercial Vehicle (CV) brake pads provide the ultimate
in quality, safety, and superior braking comfort. Our premium CV
brake pads are made from original equipment (OE) quality raw
materials, perfectly designed to meet the needs of every type of
commercial vehicle, under all temperatures and conditions.

COMMERCIAL VEHICLE
BRAKE PAD FEATURES
Offers longer brake life and reduces disc wear
Provides superior braking in all temperatures and conditions
Features a minimum brake-in and bedding-in period
Optimizes the complete braking system
Delivers ultra-quiet, smooth braking performance
Ensures optimal control and shorter stopping distances
Meets or exceeds OE standards
Uses 100% asbestos-free formulation

DESIGNED WITH CUTTING
EDGE TECHNOLOGY
MÜLLER Commercial Vehicle brake
pads are manufactured using the latest
innovations and technology. From light
commercial to heavy-duty and offhighway vehicles, our premium friction
material formulation delivers outstanding
durability and reduced wear that meets or
exceeds OE manufacturer requirements.
Manufactured with a host of the most upto-date technology,
you can count on MÜLLER to provide your
commercial vehicle with safe and effective
braking every time.

PROTECT YOUR
INVESTMENT
An out of commission vehicle can be a
nightmare for many businesses. Fitting
your vehicle with inferior brake pads can
result in unnecessary downtime, costing
you both time and money. MÜLLER
Commercial Vehicle brake pads will help
protect your investment, keeping your
vehicle where it belongs—on the road.

Recommended for medium and heavy duty truck, bus and commercial vehicles
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STEEL MESH

STEEL WIRE-DRAWING

SCORCHING PROCESS
MAIN FEATURES
CASTING

Removes impurities such as bonding material
Provides optimal stopping performance
Delivers consistent performance across the entire operating range
Reduces noise caused by pad glazing
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Available for both Passenger Cars Group
& Commercial Vehicles and Heavy Duty

MÜLLER Professional Brake Shoes are manufactured to match
OE specifications, ensuring the ultimate in vehicle stopping power
and durable performance. Combined with high quality friction
materials, our brake shoes are made from 100% high-caliper
carbon steel that will enhance your vehicle’s braking capabilities
while eliminating chatter and rear-wheel lock up.

MÜLLER PROFESSIONAL
BRAKE SHOES
To ensure our brakes provide the ultimate
in safety and dependability, we put our
brake shoes through the most rigorous onroad trials and testing, never compromising
on quality, safety, or reliability. MÜLLER
Professional Brake Shoes deliver top
performance for the safest braking
experience in all kinds of driving conditions
and weather.

PROFESSIONAL
BRAKE SHOES FEATURES
50,000 to 65,000 km lifetime
Heat-resistant
Low noise
High shearing strength
OE matched levers and hardware
High impulse resistance
Low wear
Premium advanced friction formula 100% new carbon steelt
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+

EXCEPTIONAL FRICTION
MATERIALS
Used in a wide range of applications,
in every kind of weather, MÜLLER
Professional Brake Linings are designed
and engineered with the finest, most
dependable friction materials, delivering
low heat conductivity and minimal lining
wear. Our high quality brake linings
provide outstanding braking performance,
combined with the ultimate fit to perfectly
bond to any shoe diameter.

PROFESSIONAL
BRAKE LININGS FEATURES
50,000 to 65,000 km lifetime
100% asbestos-free brake material
Low noise
Minimal drum wear
Extended lifetime
Noise reduction
Resistance to high temperature
Improved safety
Advanced technology

THE HIGHEST STANDARDS
FOR QUALITY AND SAFETY
MÜLLER Professional Brake Linings and
Brake Blocks undergo rigorous testing
to guarantee superior, long-lasting
performance. Our premium brake linings
are manufactured under ISO/TS 16949
and ISO 9001 certifications, ensuring the
highest level of quality and safety.

BRAKE TYPE: DRY TYPE I.E.
NOT OIL IMMERSED (AIR
BRAKE) TECHNICAL DATA
Density: 1.90 – 2.10 gms/cm3
Cross Breaking Strength: 40 – 60 N/mm2
Acetone Extraction: 0.75 – 2.0 %
Swelling in heat: 0.80 – 2.0 %
Classification: FF
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MÜLLER brake fluids are engineered to
the exact specifications of OE suppliers,
providing identical performance levels.
MÜLLER products offer reliable and
optimal performance in any vehicle.

Manufactured in Belgium
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FMVSS: 116 DOT 3/4/5.1
ISO: 4925 Class 3/4/5.1
SAE: J 1703 & J1704

SAE J1703
& J1704

Manufactured in Belgium

Manufactured in Europe

It is used in all hydraulic brake systems (including ABS),
for which manufacturers require a fluid meeting the
characteristics mentioned here.

Synthetic high temperature brake fluid to be used for ABS,
drum or disc brake systems and hydraulic clutches of
passenger vehicles and trucks.

Also suited as power steering and torque convertor fluid.
Application field: from -40°C to 270°C.

The product meets the requirements of the following
specifications: FMVSS 116 DOT-4 – SAE J1703 and
J1704 – ISO 4925.

AVAILABLE SIZES

SAE J1703
250mL

500mL

Manufactured in Europe

20L

Synthetic high temperature brake fluid is ideal for drum or
disc brake systems and hydraulic clutches of passenger
vehicles and trucks.
60L

210L

The product meets the requirements of the following
specifications: FMVSS 116 DOT-3– SAE J1703– ISO 4925.

IBC
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SOLID DISC ROTORS
MÜLLER solid rotors are the strongest
rotors in the product portfolio in terms of
structural integrity. By offering the most
surface contact area, the solid rotors
have become the choice of almost all car
manufacturers today. MÜLLER solid rotors
provide top performance for daily driving
and even for moderate track use.

Made in Brazil

VENTED DISC ROTORS

GROOVED DISC ROTORS

MÜLLER vented rotors are designed
to be the best in class in terms of heat
dissipation and air flow control. Combined
with the structural integrity stemming
from the way they are built and the innate
strength of G3000 grey iron, these rotors
perform exceedingly well under heavy use
and/or road conditions.

MÜLLER grooved rotors perform
exceptionally well for both regular daily
driving and track use. The grooves cut onto
the surface of these rotors allow gases to
escape, increasing the brake pads’ contact
with the rotor, thus allowing for a stronger
bite and decreased stopping distance.

DRILLED DISC ROTORS

VENTED, GROOVED &
DRILLED DISC ROTORS

MÜLLER drilled rotors are designed to
get accumulated gases in addition to the
debris, dust and water picked up the road
out of the braking system. By keeping
the heat under control and offering top
performance under wet conditions,
MÜLLER drilled rotors enhance brake
pad bite and reduce wear.

MÜLLER vented, drilled & grooved rotors
are designed and built for daily driving
conditions, while also looking sleek enough
to turn heads as you drive by. They offer
heat dissipation and debris-removing
characteristics that are on par with regular
drilled rotors as well as offer an identical
performance.
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MÜLLER BRAKE DISC ROTORS FEATURES
Top Quality G3000
Grey Iron Material

Reduced NVH

Consistent
& Reliable
Performance

Enhanced Heat
Dissipation

Superior
Resistance
To Fatigue

SOLID

VENTED

DRILLED

GROOVED

VENTED, DRILLED
& GROOVED

HEAT DISSIPATION

GOOD

VERY GOOD

VERY GOOD

VERY GOOD

EXCELLENT

AIR FLOW COOLING

GOOD

VERY GOOD

VERY GOOD

VERY GOOD

EXCELLENT

NOISE & VIBRATION

LOW

VERY LOW

VERY LOW

VERY LOW

VERY LOW

LIFETIME

G3000 TOP QUALITY MATERIAL

CONSISTENT PERFORMANCE
WARRANTY
12 MONTHS OR 12,000 Mi / 20,000 km
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Muller Brakes America Inc.

*Please visit website for more detailed information
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MANUFACTURED UNDER LICENCE OF MULLER BRAKES USA INC. NEW YORK
MULLER BRAKES AMERICA INC. is the sole owner of Müller Brakes trademark.

E-MARK

Head Office: 500 - 99 Hudson St, New York, 10013, USA
Toll Free: +1 888 511 9944 | Fax: +1 888 873 7090
Email: sales@mullerbrakes.com | Web: mullerbrakes.com

